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I Called Him Necktie
[Ich nannte ihn Krawatte]
144 pages

Two outsiders meet on a park bench in the 
middle of Tokyo.  The older one is a salary-
man.  He can’t tell his wife that he has lost 
his job and every morning keeps leaving 
the house,  pretending,  with his Bento- Box 
carefully prepared.  The younger man has 
been locking himself up in his room and 
refusing all contact to others.

Foreign sales: Spain (Siruela),  Italy (Einaudi),  France (Édition 
de l’Olivier),  Canada (Éditions XYZ),  Slovenia (Mladinska knjiga 
Založba),  Netherlands (Cossee),  Finland (Lurra Editions),  USA 
(New Vessel Press),  Sweden (Nilsson förlag),  Egypt (Al- Arabi 
Publishing),  Vietnam (Kim Dong Publishing),  Czech Republic 
(Dobrovský BETA),   Kroatien (Zagrebačka naklada),  Japan 
(Ikubundo),  Thailand (Legend Books)

WAT

Milena Michiko Flasar
Ich nannte ihn 
             Krawatte Roman

Milena Michiko Flasar
Above Earth,  Below Heaven
[Oben Erde,  unten Himmel]
Novel
192 pages

Mr Ono has passed away unnoticed.  Alone.  There are many like him,  more and more.  Only when 
it gets warmer do the neighbours call the police.  And then Mr Sakai with the cleaning crew,  to 
which Suzu now belongs.  They specialise in such Kodokushi cases.  “Miss Suzu”,  as the boss calls 
her,  reluctantly fits into the new tasks.  It takes a lot of patience,  reverence and care,  as well as a 
robust stomach.  The cities grow,  at the same time people move away from each other,  and often 
the line between disinterest and discretion becomes blurred.
Suzu learns quickly.  And she easily gets to know people.  Both dead and alive,  with very different 
lives.  She sees facades crumble and her own become porous.  And although her hamster has been 
hiding from her lately,  she is suddenly much less alone.

Milena Michiko Flasar has found a fresh,  often cheerful language for a major topic of our time.  
And she has created endearingly wacky characters that are a pleasure to follow.  An unforgettable,  
wide- awake novel about the >last things<.

“The way Milena Michiko Flašar writes about loneliness and longing is as delicate and impressive as 
Japanese calligraphy.” Meike Schnitzler,  Brigitte

Milena Michiko Flašar,  born in 1980 in St.  Pölten,  studied German and Romance languages and 
literature in Vienna and Berlin.  She is the daughter of a Japanese mother and an Austrian father.  
Her novels I Called Him Necktie and Mr Kato Plays Family have won several awards and been trans-
lated into numerous languages.  The author lives with her family in Vienna.  

>Single with a hamster< is how she describes herself.  Suzu lives in a 
big Japanese city.  Inconspicuous.  Almost translucent.
But the new job changes everything.  A stunning novel about for-
bearance,  prudence and mutual respect.

Milena Michiko Flas   ̌ar
Oben Erde, 
     unten Himmel  Roman 

Mr Kato Plays Happy Families
[Herr Katō spielt Familie]
176 pages

Some time to himself at last.  He could 
repair the old radio or maybe rearrange 
the record collection.  But when he meets 
young Mie,  who makes him a strange offer,  
he begins to see things in a new light.
A delicate novel about a fresh start late in 
life,  and about happiness.  

Foreign Sales: Netherlands (Cossee)
Paperback rights: btb (Germany)
Movie rights: option sold

More by Milena Michiko Flasar

Milena Michiko Flas   ̌ar
Herr Kato- 
       spielt Familie   Roman 
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Finn Job
afterwards
[Hinterher]
Novel
192 pages

From Berlin- Neukölln via Amiens to Normandy.  Feverish summer days,  heavy and sticky.  In a 
French small- town numbed by the heat,  Francesco and the narrator take up quarters in a half- ren-
ovated villa.  It belongs to Gédéon who seems to have taken leave of his senses and plays at being 
a dog,  sometimes a cat,  and then again a martyr.  In a small church,  Francesco works at his art 
installation while the narrator is struggling to keep on his feet.  What happened on the day he said 
“rabble”? Why did Chaim return to Israel? And why doesn’t the narrator pick up his phone when 
Hatice calls? He,  who doesn’t trust himself,  has long since let everything slip.  He has given up on 
searching,  he doesn’t believe in finding anything.  Alone,  he drives to the coast,  throws his buzzing 
phone into the sea and yet knows what to do.  
Finn Job’s ecstatic debut novel pulls out all the linguistic stops – from high- toned prose to delirious 
trash: playful,  multifaceted and defiant.  He invents unforgettable scenes and overdraws his char-
acters with relish and imagination.  An existential,  excessive,  a romantic novel about lovesickness.  

“A furious contemporary portrait.” Welt am Sonntag

“The novel is filled with a steaming,  pearling,  flowing sensuality that points far beyond physicality.”
Die Tagespost,  Ute Cohen

Finn Job was born on May 8,  1995 in Hanover.  After finishing school,  he moved to Berlin where he 
abandoned a number of degrees to read in peace.  He works as a waiter and an editor.  Afterwards 
is his first novel.  

His great love has left the country; he’s gotten rid of the job he 
hates; his former friends have nothing but abuse left for him.  But 
Francesco calls him “boy” and takes him to France in his mother’s 
mulberry- coloured Porsche cayenne.  They’re in their early twenties 
and on speed.  Their journey has a surreal destination.

FINN JOB

RO
MAN
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Hans von Trotha
Pollak’s Arm 
[Pollaks Arm]
novel,  2021
144 pages 

Rome,  on the eve of October 16,  1943: Aware of the SS’s plans to conduct a raid the next morning,  
Monsignore M.  sends German teacher K.  to Palazzo Odescalchi.  His mission: getting Ludwig Pollak 
and his family to safety in the Vatican as fast and as discreetly as possible.
But Pollak has other plans.  He bids the unexpected guest sit down and starts telling his story: 
how he studied archaeology in Prague,  of his passion for Rome and for Goethe,  of his work at 
Museo Baracco and above all,  because as a Jew he was denied an academic career,  of his work as 
a renowned art dealer.  And finally,  he speaks of his most spectacular discovery,  of how he found 
the missing arm of Laocoon and His Sons.
Torn between listening to the equally fascinating and harrowing tale of the old man and his assign-
ment,  K.  urges their departure.  Dawn is breaking in Rome …

»A book every traveller to Rome should put in their luggage« Christina Tilmann,  MOZ

Hans von Trotha wrote his doctoral dissertation on the interstices between philosophy,  literature 
and garden design.  For ten years he managed a publishing house.  He lives in Berlin where he now 
works as a publicist ,  curator and advisor to cultural institutions.  His book The English Garden: A 
Journey Into Its History is a classic.  More from this author at SLTO: A Sentimental Journey. Laurence 
Sterne in Shandy Hall.

Foreign sales: USA (New Vessel Press),  Italy (Sellerio Editore),  Spain (Periférica),  Turkey (Can Publishing)

Empathetic and insightful: Hans von Trotha lets gifted antiques 
dealer,  renowned art connoisseur and,  as a Jew,  increasingly unwel-
come Ludwig Pollak tell his life story.  

 

Hans von Trotha

 Pollaks Arm  Roman

“Hans von Trotha has composed a small jewel of a novel.”
R.  J.  B.  Bosworth

“This intense and exciting book brings back to life the voice 
of Ludwig Pollak who,  when confronted with Nazi- occupied 
Rome’s grim reality,  powerfully conveys a taste for collecting,  
the pleasure of erudition,  and an unshakeable faith in culture.  
This period of European historyremarkably captured here by 
Hans von Trotha still has much to tell us.” Salvatore Settis

—» Further titles by Hans von Trotha on the non- fiction list
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Marina Frenk
ages ago and absolutely not true
[ewig her und gar nicht wahr]
Novel
240 pages

Young artist Kira lives in Berlin with Marc and their son Karl.  She teaches children how to paint; 
it’s been a while since she painted anything or set up a show.  She has doubts.  Her relationship 
to Marc lacks intimacy,  of words as much as touch.  Her quirky friend Nele asks some questions,  
understands much and laughs often.  Kira thinks she’s seeing the future and inventing the past.
In the nineties,  she moved from Moldavia to Germany,  yet none of her Russian- Jewish family has 
ever truly arrived anywhere.  It is not only her life that Kira subjects to her sometimes detached,  
sometimes cynical gaze,  but also that of her ancestors whom she only knows from photographs.  She 
travels to New York,  Israel and Moldavia in an attempt to understand their histories and process it 
in the form of her large- scale paintings.
Marina Frenk’s language is one of vitality,  rich in imagery and almost physical in intensity.  Her 
debut is a striking,  well- crafted novel about family and origins,  about what it means to be a parent 
and what it means to be a child.  It is a portrait of the artist as a young woman,  and,  most impor-
tantly,  it is a love story.

Marina Frenk was born in Moldavia in 1986 and has been living in Germany since 1993.  She
is an actress and a musician,  has worked for Schauspiel Köln,  for Maxim Gorki Theater in
Berlin and for Schauspielhaus Bochum.  Along with author and dramatist Sibylle Berg,  she was
awarded the prestigious Hörspielpreis der Kriegsblinden (Audio Play Prize of the War Blinded)
for her play “Und jetzt: die Welt!” (And now: the world!”) in 2016.  Her audio play “Jenseits der
Kastanien” (“Beyond the Chestnut Trees”) was awarded the European Civis Media Prize for
radio drama in 2017.

Paperback rights: Germany (btb)
Audiobook rights: Germany (Hörfunk)

Can you play dead to escape certain execution? Rid yourself of a 
curse by bolting the door? Forget all goodbyes and banish your 
emotions onto a canvas? Kira tells her family history.  A story of 
departure and transformation,  of crocodiles and paper kites.

   Marina Frenk

     ewig her 
       und 
gar nicht wahr

Roman



Matthias Lohre
The Boldest Plan in Living Memory 
[Der kühnste Plan seit Menschengedenken]
novel,  2021
480 pages 

He is polite and full of plans,  she straightforward and full of doubts.  In 1925,  Irene and Herman 
run into each other on an ocean liner; in New York,  they fall in love and soon they find themselves 
in Europe,  fighting for a plan of gigantic proportions.  They want to save the world – by lowering 
the Mediterranean.
No,  it is not pure chance that Irene suddenly appears in front of him in an New York underpass.  
But Hermann does not know it yet.  Their love story begins in 1925 with a small lie.  Bigger ones 
are about to follow.  And proper betrayal,  on both sides.  Still,  they love each other and share their 
unshakeable belief that the world can yet be saved: Huge dams are to be built to lower the water 
levels of the Mediterranean,  thereby melding together Europe and Africa into a rich,  peaceful 
supercontinent – Atlantropa.
Because these are turbulent times.  Europe is ravaged by war and economic crisis.  Infected with 
racism,  antisemitism and hate.  In this situation,  architect Herman comes up with a mad idea.  
Supported by Jewish Irene,  as well as reputable engineers and architects,  his belief in technology 
and progress carries far.  Of course,  there are sceptics as well as hostility and maliciousness.
And finally,  there is even a Nazi regime that wants to kill Irene and appropriate their project for 
peace in service of their conquest of Africa.  They force the couple into hiding but already in May 
1945,  their project gains unexpected support.  This time from overseas.  
Matthias Lohre’s telling of the forgotten history of Herman and Irene Sörgel is spirited and grip-
ping.  A marvellous novel!

Born in 1976,  Matthias Lohre has written several non- fiction books.  He studied History in Cologne 
and is a graduate of the Berliner Journalistenschule (“Berlin School for Journalism”).  He has 
worked in New York,  travelled in China and Argentina and now lives in Berlin with his family.

The unlikely but true history of a pair of dreamers who wanted to 
save the world with ingeniousness.  

            
Der kühnste 

     Plan seit
   Menschengedenken
                 Roman

Matthias Lohre
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Wolfgang Kohlhaase
The invention of a language and other stories 
[Erfindung einer Sprache und andere Erzählungen]
novel,  2021
144 pages 

»With its wit,  its melancholy brilliance and its penetrating novelistic force,  
this story collection is simply a masterpiece.« 

Gustav Seibt,  Süddeutsche Zeitung.

Wolfgang Kohlhaase is commonly considered one of the most important screenwriters of 
German film history – his writerly oeuvre,  by contrast,  is hardly known.  Cheerful yet wise,  
brimming with wit and somehow still laconic,  sometimes melancholy and sometimes funny,  this 
is how his stories are.  They start during the war and then go on to highlight episodes of the life 
after,  in the East of a divided country.  

The eponymous story tells of the student Straat who pretends to know Persian to have a chance 
at survival in the camp.  Now he is supposed to give lessons to a Kapo who wants to emigrate to 
Persia after the end of the war.  The only way out is to invent a language … The film Persian Lessons, 
released in 2020,  is based on this story.  

Born in Berlin in 1931,  Wolfgang Kohlhaase worked first as a dramaturg for DEFA (1950–52) and 
later as a freelance writer,  screenwriter and director.  The films Berlin – Ecke Schönhauser (Berlin – 
Corner Schoenhauser),  Ich war Neunzehn (I Was Nineteen),  Die Grünsteinvariante (The Greenstone 
Variant) and Die Stille nach dem Schuß (The Legend of Rita) are among his best- known screenplays.  
The drama Solo Sunny (1980),  that Kohlhaase co- directed,  became a cult favourite in the GDR.  
Sommer vorm Balkon (Summer in Berlin),  In Zeiten des abnehmenden Lichts (In Times of Fading Light) 
and Als wir träumten (As We Were Dreaming) were major successes.  Wolfgang Koohlhaase received 
numerous awards; among others,  he was awarded three times the National Prize of the GDR,  
the Honorary Golden Bear of the Berlinale and the Lola (German Film Award) of the Deutsche 
Filmakademie for his life’s work.  He died in 2022 in Berlin.  

Wolfgang Kohlhaase 

Erfindung 
  einer Sprache
und andere Erzählungen  
Mit einem Nachwort von Andreas Dresen
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Dawid Danilo Bartelt

Conflicting with Nature
On the Exploitation of Resources in Latin America

96 pages

Katharina Mevissen
I Can Hear You
[Ich kann dich hören]
Novel
168 pages 

A soundproof room.  The city outside.  Osman Engels is practising the cello.  The young music 
student plays on against invisible barriers that lie somewhere in his family's past.  In his world,  
music has long taken the place of words.  He himself cannot hear well,  he remembers nothing,  and 
without contact lenses,  his sight is poor.  
When by chance he finds,  then eavesdrops on a recording device,  he becomes a ‘listening witness’ 
to a relationship that is – in its own way – loud.  Meanwhile,  his flatmate Luise is studying for her 
exam in the room next door.  Sometimes they share a cigarette by the open window,  cook garlic 
noodles,  take waste glass to the bottle bank.  Though they get along,  they never really touch each 
other,  for in matters of love,  they are both beginners.  
When his Turkish father,  likewise a musician,  breaks his wrist and Aunt Elide,  his foster mother,  
suddenly wants to go to Paris after almost twenty years in Germany,  Osman is forced to clear up 
some things,  to ask some questions.  
The novel tells of a young man whose ears and eyes are opened up,  and of a woman who lives in 
silence.  It’s about identity,  about the language of fathers and mothers – and sign language,  too.  
About the moving power of music.  In her first novel,  Katharina Mevissen shows that she is a major 
talent.

Katharina Mevissen was born 1991 and grew up near Aachen.  After studying Cultural Studies and 
Transnational Literature at the University of Bremen,  she completed a course in script writing 
in Berlin.  She was awarded the Bremen Authors’ Scholarship in 2016 for the »I Can Hear You« 
manuscript.  Today she lives and works as a freelance writer in Berlin; in addition,  she runs hand-
verlesen,  a sign language literature initiative that she co- founded.

Paperback rights: Germany (btb)

Osman plays.  He means to let it pour forth,  yet his music won’t 
soften.  And his father is not the only one to blame for that.  Many 
things start to move when he hears something not meant for his 
ears.  

Ich
kann
dich
hören

Katharina Mevissen

Roman

—» New title to be published in spring 2023
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Andreas Beyer
Artist,  Body and Obstinacy
[Künstler,  Leib und Eigensinn –  
Die vergessene Signatur des Lebens in der Kunst]
History of arts 2022
336 pages with many illustrations

Forms and figures everywhere but the body nowhere to be seen.  
Andreas Beyer rehabilitates the corporeality of the artist in art his-
tory and,  in a manner as captivating as it is sensual,  uncovers the 
embodied lives of the old masters.  

The Florentine Mannerist painter Jacopo Pontormo kept a meticulous record of his meals and 
his digestion; besides his masterpieces,  Michelangelo also made drawings of his shopping lists for 
market days.  And while Dürer designed the perfect shoe for his foot,  Francesco Borromini took 
his critique of his own oeuvre to the extreme of bodily self- effacement.  
These aspects of the artists’ lives do not find an echo in the debates that have been held,  at the 
latest since the Renaissance on what makes the personal style of each artist so distinctive,  on what 
exactly makes them unique.  Despite all its lush visual worlds,  art history has largely remained an 
intellectual history.  In the process,  the outline of the needy,  creaturely body remained obscure – 
and so only half the story was told.  
Searching for traces of the lost corporeality of art ,  Andreas Beyer addresses,  for the first time,  the 
artists’ struggle for,  with and against their bodies,  and their fundamental influence on their oeuvre.  
An urgently needed change of perspective on the work and lives of artists and the brilliant begin-
ning of a new,  sensual history of art by an art historian who masters „the balancing act between 
scholarship and linguistic beauty“ (Portal Kunstgeschichte).

Andreas Beyer studied,  taught and researched art history in Germany and abroad.  He was the 
director of the German Centre for Art History in Paris; currently,  he teaches at the University 
of Basel and is speaker of the research network „Bilderfahrzeuge“.  In 2021,  he was elected mem-
ber of the Deutsche Akademie für Sprache und Dichtung (German Academy for Language and 
Literature).  Wagenbach has published many of his books,  among others a selection of his essays 
“Art – cast in language”.  
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—» Translation grant available
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Hans von Trotha
The French Garden
[Der Französische Garten]
Culture history 2022
168 pages with many illustrations

A journey through and around Paris as clever as it is surprising 
with the proven garden expert Hans von Trotha,  a tour of the jar-
din from the Renaissance to Romanticism.  

Gardens not only reflect the taste of those who had them built and the fashions of the time,  they 
are always also an expression of a form of rule.  If the Renaissance garden is the poster child of 
the Medici’s artistic humanism and the English garden a sign freedom and democracy,  then the 
baroque garden is emblematic of absolutism.  But this is only half the truth.
Hans von Trotha takes us on a tour through the most important gardens in and around Paris.  
Telling a good many anecdotes,  he relates their history of origin and their sometimes eventful 
career; he philosophises about their societal background and establishes remarkable connections 
in art history,  also with regards to the French capital.  And he explains why,  in the end,  the French 
prefer their so- called French garden,  the garden of baroque geometry that Le Nôtre invented and 
brought to perfection.  
Among the gardens described and visited are: Vaux- le-Vicomte,  Versailles,  Chantilly,  Saint-
Germain- en- Laye,  Le Désert de Retz,  Ermenonville,  Fontainebleau,  Compiègne,  Giverny.  
Moreover,  the book opens up surprising new perspectives on the metropolis Paris.  

Hans von Trotha studied literature,  philosophy and history; he wrote a dissertation on the inter-
relation between philosophy,  literature and horticulture,  and managed a publishing house for ten 
years.  Working as a journalist ,  curator and advisor to cultural institutions,  he now lives in Berlin.  
His book “The English Garden” is a classic.   

 

Hans von Trotha

Der französische Garten

The English Garden:  
A Journey Into Its History
[Der englische Garten – Eine Reise durch 
seine Geschichte]
144 pages with many illustrations

Trotha leads us into twelve of the most 
prominent original and beautiful parks of 
Britain and shows how a new art of gar-
dening was born from the spirit of politi-
cal opposition and how friendships stirred 
up a revolution in the European history 
of art; we learn about the role of clubs in 
English society and what was the point of 
reconstructing ancient Greek temples and 
Gothic ruins.

Foreign sales: UK (Haus Publishing)

More by Hans von Trotha
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Stefan Ineichen 
Principessa Mafalda
[Principessa Mafalda – Biografie eines Transatlantikdampfers]
Cultural history 2022
256 pages with original postcards

The breath-  taking,  fast- paced biography of an ocean liner and 
events in the lives of its passengers – a cultural history in the best 
sense of the term.  

From Genoa to Buenos Aires in only 16 days – in 1908,  this became possible with the launch of the 
Italian steamer “Principessa Mafalda.” Named after the second daughter of the Italian king Vittorio 
Emanuele III,  the ship was not only outrageously fast ,  it was also modern and elegant.  Above all 
in luxury and first class with a music and a smoking room and promenade decks.  In third class,  by 
contrast ,  passengers were crammed into huge,  stuffy dormitories.  But this they accepted with the 
promise of a better life beckoning at the end of the crossing,  in Argentina for example.  
While in the belly of the ship,  emigrants tried to make their long wait more comfortable with 
anchovies and bread rolls they had brought on board,  the travellers’ life going on above was much 
more fashionable: The Mafalda’s guest book contains a long list of illustrious names – from Henry 
Graf Kessler to Felix Weingartner and Richard Strauss; Carlo Emilio Gadda was on board,  as were 
Carlos Gardel and Luigi Pirandello.
Exuberantly and with a good many anecdotes,  Stefan Ineichen tells the stories of passengers,  the 
reasons for their journey,  relates their experiences on board and in the country of arrival beyond 
the ocean.  Some of them small and poignant,  some of them major,  history- making events like the 
establishing of a world radio network that experiments on the Mafalda decidedly advanced.  

Born in Luzern in 1958,  Stefan Ineichen lives in Zurich where he works as an ecologist and writ-
er.  Since 1997 he has been teaching at Zurich University of Applied Sciences.  He is the author of 
several books,  among them “Last stop: Arctic Ocean,” “Switzerland – Titanic – America,” and “Cap 
Arcona 1927–1945.  From fairytale ship to mass grave”.  

Stefan 
Ineichen

PrinciPessa 
Mafalda
Biographie eines Transatlantikdampfers

—» illustration rights / files available 
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Hans-Christian Riechers 
Europe’s last fortresses
[Europas letzte Festungen – Reise nach Ceuta und Melilla]
Politics 2022
176 pages with photographs

Due to their extraordinary location of strategic importance Ceuta 
and Melilla became points of departure for modern colonialism.  
Today,  there are where European border control is at its most 
belligerent.  At the same time,  they have always remained places 
of fascinating diversity.   

Like forgotten corners of history,  the Spanish towns of Ceuta and Melilla lie surrounded by 
Morocco on the North African coast of the Mediterranean.  Their borders are protected from 
African migrants by fences several metres high; in this way,  they figure as the most exposed 
bastions of the European Union’s Southern border.  They look back on a history marked by their 
location between continents and between cultures,  by trade and traffic ,  but also by colonialism 
and segregation.  
Lively Mediterranean ports,  they were conquered by the Spaniards and the Portuguese in the 15th 
century and,  since then,  have served as fortressed extensions to the European continent.  Today,  
they are where unsolved paradoxes old and new combine: Characterised by the border between 
worlds but also by the everyday coexistence of cultures and religions.
The book traces the development of these extraordinary places as well as their role in the history 
of European colonial expansion,  wherein they served time and time again as laboratories for the 
exercise of power.  Moreover,  the book provides insight into literary texts of different epochs.  At 
the same time,  the author relates diverse impressions from his travels and encounters.  

Born in Hannover in 1984 ,  Hans- Christian Riechers studied philosophy,  German and theology in 
Freiburg and Valencia.  Afterwards,  he held positions at the universities of Bielefeld,  Freiburg and 
Basel.  Most recently,  he has published an intellectual biography of the literary scholar Peter Szondi.  
He lives near Freiburg with his family.  

Hans-Christian Riechers  
Europas lEtztE  
FEstungEn  
Reise nach Ceuta und Melilla 
Deutsche Erstausgabe

WAT
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Thomas Hermann
Images of Surveillance
[Überwachungsbilder] 
Image Cultures in Digital Media 2022
80 pages with illustrations

From the panopticon to the privatisation of control: Surveillance 
cameras are everywhere,  constantly recording footage,  becoming 
the “eye of God.” But who is actually looking – and to what end?  
A short lesson in automated seeing.   

Images of surveillance are among the most defining of digital culture – although they are often 
blurry and taken in poor conditions.  They are generated by drones,  web and dash cameras or 
satellites and appear to objectively record what happens in public space or in usually inaccessible,  
obscure places.  Images of surveillance help in the exercise of power but they also control it.  They 
serve science as well as self- optimisation or even entertainment.  Art critically reflects on their 
dangers and opportunities.
Thomas Hermann gives a systematic overview of different kinds of surveillance cameras and their 
areas of use – and he asks: Are we,  by now,  all keeping each other under surveillance?

Thomas Hermann is a specialist in English Studies and media education with a focus on visual 
literacy and the didactics of the image,  especially of photography.  He works as vice rector for 
Continued Education and Services at Pädagogische Hochschule Schaffhausen in Switzerland.  

D I G I T A L E  
B I L D K U L T U R E N

ÜBER- 
WACHUNGS-
BILDER

Thomas 
Hermann 
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Katja Müller-Helle
Image censorship
[Bildzensur] 
Image Cultures in Digital Media 2022
80 pages with illustrations

Block,  delete,  filter: Katja Müller- Helle takes a look behind the 
censor bars of the Internet and analyses what kind of content is 
obfuscated and by whom – and what (counter- )images digital regu-
latory practices produce.   

Twitter suspends Trump,  authoritarian regimes track unwelcome content,  content moderators sift 
through social media looking for images that are not or only shortly supposed to come into view.  
With pixilation or blurring effects,  the visual grammar of censorship on the Internet visibly harks 
back to pre- digital forms of control.  What is new are the technical processes of image capture and 
deletion: Despite their global effects the criteria according to which they function often remain 
opaque.  
Müller- Helle examines this infrastructure of deletion and shows what forms activist or artistic 
repurposing of censoring practices can take: from Black Lives Matter to #freethenipple.

Katja Müller- Helle is head of the research centre “The Technical Image” at Humboldt University 
of Berlin.  She analyses digital cultures of the image,  the history and theory of photography and 
visual evidence.  

BILDZENSUR
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Gesine Agena, Patricia Hecht, 
Dinah Riese
Self- Determined: For Reproductive Rights
[Selbstbestimmt – Für reproduktive Rechte]
Politics 2022
208 pages

Who is supposed to have children in our society and who is not? 
How do religion and the state interfere in the right to one’s own 
body? And what does this have to do with racism and social inequal-
ity? Reproductive rights are human rights but they are often at risk.

With numerous examples spanning India,  the US and Argentina,  the authors describe the feminist 
fight for bodily autonomy.  
Women get to decide themselves if,  when,  how many and with whom they would like to have chil-
dren.  What is true on paper is rarely put into practice.  For centuries,  women had to bear children,  
for their country and for God.  And even today,  female as well as queer bodies are ruled by outside 
influences; they remain under patriarchal and state control.  
Forced sterilisation,  abortion,  access to contraceptives,  death in childbirth: All depend on how 
the right to one’s own body is phrased and put into practice.  Whose children are desired,  even 
required and whose are not says a lot about the status of human rights in a society.  To fight against 
and oppress reproductive rights is an essential feature of fundamentalist and right- wing regimes.  
But even in democracies these rights are a long way off from becoming reality.

Political scientist Gesine Agena works for the Amadeu Antonio Foundation.  Until 2019,  she was the 
deputy leader and spokesperson for women's policy of Alliance 90/The Greens.  
Patricia Hecht works as an editor for gender politics at taz (Tageszeitung).  Her work is focused on 
antifeminism and reproductive rights in and outside the parliamentary political spectrum.  
Dinah Riese works as an editor for migration and immigration society for the domestic policy 
department at taz (Tageszeitung).   She also focuses on reproductive rights.  For her research on the 
abortion paragraph 219a she was awarded numerous prizes.  

SELBST 
BESTIMMT
Für reproduktive Rechte
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Claus Leggewie/ 
Ireneusz Pawel Karolewski
The Visegrád Connection
A Challenge to Europe
[Die Visegrád- Connection: Eine Herausforderung für Europa]
foreign politics 2021
176 pages

Only if Europe resists the gradual transformation by the Visegrád Group can there be a future 
based on solidarity.  If it doesn’t,  it runs the risk to deeply divide the community of states 
already weakened by Brexit and the pandemic.  

When on 15 February 1991 the heads of state of Poland,  Hungary and former Czechoslovakia meet 
on the Konigsberg in Visegrád to agree on future cooperation,  no one knew how much power they 
would wield three decades later.  Today,  oligarchic and autocratic tendencies have grown stronger 
in these states even as they have become,  partly in conjunction with Slovenia and Austria,  a central 
player.  Their strict opposition to EU migration policy,  for example,  shows Visegrád protagonist 
Viktor Orbán’s drive towards an illiberal,  Christian Europe that isolates itself from the outside 
world.
Democracy and Europe specialists Leggewie and Karolewski ask what historical reasons there are 
for this development,  what opportunities the EU missed and how it can react to the hollowing out 
of democracy by this opposition from within.  In so doing,  they point out that even consolidated 
states are not immune to democratic backsliding.  Hope lies with parliamentary and civic alterna-
tives: In all of the four countries it is they who,  despite increasing repression,  make their voices 
heard,  especially among the younger generation.  

After heading the Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities in Essen for ten years, Claus 
Leggewie is now Ludwig- Börne- Professor at the University of Giessen und works as a journalist 
and publicist.  In 2021,  he became Honorary Fellow at Thomas Mann House in Los Angeles.
Ireneusz Pawel Karolewski is Professor for Political Theory and the Study of Democracy at 
Leipzig University; before that,  he taught at the University of Wroclaw and the University of 
Potsdam.  He was a guest professor at Harvard University,  at the Université de Montréal and at 
Hebrew University in Jerusalem.  

Claus Leggewie 
Ireneusz Paweł Karolewski 

   

DIE VISEGRÁD-
CONNECTION
Eine 
Herausforderung
für Europa 

  

—» Grant: English translation available from March 2023
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Horst Bredekamp
Michelangelo
[Michelangelo]
History of arts 2021
816 pages with ca.  900 illustrations.  Large format,  rich features

With iconic works like David,  the Creation of Adam in the Sistine Chapel or constructions like the 
dome of St Peter in the Vatican Michelangelo’s creations belong,  without a doubt,  to humanity’s 
cultural heritage.  Even when he was still alive,  Il divino,  the divine,  was ascribed superhuman 
status; to this day,  his vast oeuvre spanning sculpture,  architecture and drawings stuns beholders 
as much as researchers.  

In his monumental overview,  Horst Bredekamp captures the genius of Michelangelo in an 
unparalleled fashion.  He looks at his work from the perspective of his life and understands his 
oeuvre as a stimulus for his life.  Sensitive and precise,  Bredekamp examines every single piece of 
art by Michelangelo in its (art)historical context and in the context of the artistic evolution of this 
most sought- after of artists.  

Bredekamp draws the portrait of a master craftsman driven by his work,  constantly defaulting 
on his obligations,  who fully commits to the artistic imperative each of his projects demands and 
is led by the material he is working on.  In denying the principle of completion his art works break 
with all convention.  Only in this way could Michelangelo express his unconditional love of the 
world,  his pan- empathy,  that made him a loyal friend and a burden to his environment.  And only 
in this way could Michelangelo address,  in the form of art ,  existential questions of sense,  sensibility 
and the political destiny of his era in a way that unsettles to this day.  

Foreign sales: Italy (Einaudi)

Michelangelo’s revolutionary achievements in art and politics – told 
via an illuminating examination of every single work in the artistic 
evolution of the master and embedded in a rich portrait of the 
time.  A thrilling chef d’oeuvre,  a celebration of the history of art.  
 

Horst Bredekamp

Michelangelo

NOCH 
NICHT DA

Horst Bredekamp,  Professor for Art and History of 
the Image at Humboldt University of Berlin,  is one 
of the internationally most renowned art historians.  
Methodically,  he combines Critical Theory with Aby 
Warburg’s iconology; in about 30 books and 700 essays,  
he has covered nearly all of art history – from the Great 
Iconoclasm to medieval and Renaissance art to media 
history and contemporary works.  Likewise,  he is interest-
ed in the manifold visual phenomena in other areas: the 
natural sciences,  philosophy,  politics and even football.  
He has made essential contributions towards establish-
ing art history as a science of the image in the broadest 
sense.  Bredekamp’s research on the museum,  taking as 
its starting point the intellectual tradition of the cabinet 
of curiosities,  was essential to designing the Humboldt 
Forum according to Leibnizean ideas.
His achievements have led to a host of memberships in 
academies,  positions as visiting professor and awards,  
among them the Sigmund Freud Prize for Academic 
Prose awarded by the Deutsche Akademie für Sprache 
und Dichtung,  the Aby Warburg Prize of the city of 
Hamburg,  the Max Planck- Humboldt Research Award 
and the Schiller Prize of the city of Marbach.  His 
decades- long research on Michelangelo,  developed in 
numerous publications,  finds its conclusion in this book.  
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Image cultures in Digital Media
Digitale Bildkulturen, 
edited by Annekathrin Kohout and Wolfgang Ullrich

“Captivating image descriptions,  bright observations and comparisons: 
The books of the series are short,  quick and free of jargon. 
That is refreshing and surprisingly productive.”
    Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung
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EWarum konnten Selfies zur bisher erfolgreichsten 
Bildgattung der Sozialen Medien werden? Wie 
verhalten sie sich zur Geschichte des Selbst-
porträts und der Selbstinszenierung? Wolfgang 
Ullrich betrachtet Selfies als den ersten Typus einer 
demokratisierten und globalisierten Bildkultur. 

ISBN  978 3 8031 3683 1
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Images dominate the digital communication – and 
create new languages.  The first book series that syste-
matically takes a close look at the aesthetical,  social 
and political dimensions of image phenomena in the 
digital world.

If we want it or not,  our world changes thanks to digi-
talisation: images are becoming more and more impor-
tant.  Thanks to smart phones the creation of images is 
faster,  more variable and more professional than ever 
before,  and thanks to social media it is easy to distri-
bute and share them almost endlessly.

For the first time people can exchange information 
with the help of images as naturally as they do with 
spoken or written language.  The “Iconic Turn”,  pro-
claimed for years,  has become reality.  This results in 
various new forms and functions of images.  Selfies,  
memes,  fake- images or image protests have their roots 
in the analogue sphere,  but can only be explained 
through the logic and infrastructure of social media.

Until now there haven’t existed any suitable criteria to 
classify the digital image culture.  The volumes of the 
“Image Cultures in Digital Media” series discuss the 
most important digital image phenomena,  they pick 
up debates or initiate these,  offer expert overview and 
dare first conclusions.

Wagenbach consequently continues its tradition of 
socio- critical intervention and shows its sustainable 
interest in aesthetical questions: true to Aby Warburg’s 
method,  to take image practices seriously,  indepen-
dently of their location within the culture,  and to see 
them in a bigger cultural and socio- political context.

About the series:

www. digitale- bildkulturen. de Instagram: @bildkulturen
Planned topics: Filter,  Binge Watching,  Meta- Pictures,  Cat- Content
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Thomas Dreier
Copyright
[Copyright] 
Image Cultures in Digital Media 2022
80 pages with illustrations

Who owns pictures on the Internet? What impact does copyright 
have on digital communication? An inventory of an embittered 
quarrel about images.

Protection for creatives or digital economy of the gift? Upload filters or a culture flat rate? The 
debate around copyright in the digital realm has assumed the proportions of a culture war.  Right 
holders and right users find themselves on opposite sides of an unbridgeable divide.  One side 
views their economic means of survival endangered by copyright infringements.  The other counts 
on an Internet culture based on sharing that traditional forms of copyright no longer fit in with.  
Dreier introduces arguments from both sides of the divide,  explains from what ideas they were 
derived and ponders what a copyright alternative for the future could look like.

Thomas Dreier is head of the Institute for commercial and information law at Karlsruhe Institute 
for Technology (KIT) and senior fellow at the Käte Hamburger Institute’s centre for “Law as 
Culture” in Bonn.  He was one of those responsible for overseeing the launch of Creative Commons 
in Germany.  
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Jacob Birken
Video Games
[Videospiele] 
Image Cultures in Digital Media 2022
80 pages with illustrations

Let’s play is one of the most popular genres on YouTube.  The 
visual worlds of video games shape the world view of millions.  
Gaming is a hobby and mass entertainment.

The history of video games has long been one of technical progress: from pixelated figures in 2D 
to increasingly convincing illusions of reality in games like Control.  At the same time,  independ-
ent gaming worlds like the expressionist dystopia Disco Elysium emerge.  Jacob Birken vividly 
describes the different kinds and generations of games,  gives insight into the interlocking system 
of hardware and software,  and demonstrates how more recent video games take stylistic inspiration 
from their own medium’s past.  But does that mean that the never- fulfilled promises for the future 
of information society will also be revived?

Jacob Birken writes and researches the aesthetics and theory of media technologies.  In 2018,  he 
published „The Californian Institution“ on the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.  Currently,  he works 
at HS Düsseldorf and at Universität zu Köln.
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Kolja Reichert
Crypto Art
[Krypto- Kunst]
Image Cultures in Digital Media 2021
80 pages with illustrations

Why are millions suddenly paid for files? Will digital certificates 
of ownership – so- called NFTs  – lead to the democratisation of 
patronage? Do they only exacerbate already existing power imbal-
ances? Or would it be more accurate to speak of a mere fetish?

Once again,  an avant- garde is taking up arms against established art and its institutions.  And with 
them comes a nostalgic video game aesthetics and a new type of commodity promising profits of 
gigantic proportions.  With the boom of NF-  certified Crypto Art a deluge of digital myth- making 
douses an art world that sees its hard- won values being questioned.  Kolja Reichert shows that it 
less art and more history itself that is being bet on – and how,  in this,  the boundaries of audience 
and art work,  of art and money become blurred.

Born in 1982,  Kolja Reichert is an art critic.  He was an editor at Spike Art Quarterly,  at the German 
daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung und its weekly Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung.  
In 2018,  he received the Will Grohmann Prize of Akademie der Künste Berlin.  In June 2021,  he 
became the programme curator for discourse at Bundeskunsthalle in Bonn.  

D I G I T A L E  
B I L D K U L T U R E N
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Gala Rebane
Emojis
[Emojis] 
Image Cultures in Digital Media 2021
80 pages with illustrations

Everyday digital life without emojis is unthinkable.  Yet how and 
where did those colourful icons emerge; what explains their global 
popularity? Do they make good on the old dream of a universal 
world language?

Their history is that of media companies,  NGOs,  governments as well as that of private users and 
social groups.  In an area of conflicting interests emojis come to carry ideological and political 
significance.  Some hope that they will be a worldwide means of communication,  others fear the 
degeneration of language and civilisation.  With a focus on the possibilities and limits of emojis in 
local and global contexts,  Gala Rebane discusses their future potential as a way to make ourselves 
intelligible.   

Cultural Studies scholar and philologist Gala Rebane’s research focuses on the digitisation of the 
everyday in inter-  and transcultural perspective; other interests include the Sociology of Food 
and Nutrition and Material Culture Studies.  In 2016,  she was appointed Junior Professor for 
Intercultural Competence at Chemnitz University of Technology.

EMOJIS
Gala 
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Wolfgang Ullrich
Art after the End of its Autonomy
[Die Kunst nach dem Ende ihrer Autonomie]
KKB / cultural studies 2022
192 pages with many illustrations

Does today’s art have to be political,  fair and climate neutral? What 
still separates it from fashion and design? A critical yet optimistic 
look at culture: Wolfgang Ullrich’s wide- ranging analysis of a para-
digm shift whose effects extend well beyond art.  

The ideal of an autonomous art so prevalent in Western modernity has come to an end.  Distinctions 
between art and commerce disintegrate,  as do clearly demarcated boundaries of individual works 
and a narrow understanding of professional roles: Jeff Koons creates bags for Louis Vuitton.  Artist 
labels produce “Art Toys;” collaborative projects hinge on cooperation and protest groups exhort 
the art world to show more social responsibility.
With an eye alert to the contemporary,  Wolfgang Ullrich forges a link between individual phenom-
ena like make- up photos on Instagram,  the utopian paintings of Kerry James Marshall and Takashi 
Murakami’s sneakers and so unfolds the vista of a new art in which activism and consumption come 
together; an art that pools the power of as many disciplines as possible but,  in doing so,  also has 
to satisfy more criteria than it did in the past.  

Wolfgang Ullrich, born 1967,  graduated in philosophy and history of art.  After receiving his PhD 
he worked on a freelance basis – amongst other things as a management consultant.  He was profes-
sor for history of art and media theory at the Hochschule für Gestaltung,  Karlsruhe from 2006 to 
2015.  Since then he works as an author and acclaimed critic in Leipzig.  He has published several 
books with Wagenbach.  Together with Annekathrin Kohout he edits the series Image cultures in 
Digital Media.

Foreign sales: Italy (Lit Edizioni)
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Wolfgang Ullrich

Wolfgang Ullrich, 1967 geboren, lebt als 
Kunstwissenschaftler und freier Autor in 
Leipzig. Seit 1998 hat er im Wagenbach 
Verlag 14 Bücher veröffentlicht, darunter 
Uta von Naumburg, Tiefer hängen, Sieger-
kunst, Wahre Meisterwerte und Selfies.  
Er ist Mitherausgeber der Reihe DIGITALE 
BILDKULTUREN.

Muss Kunst heute politisch, fair und klimaneutral 
sein? Was unterscheidet sie noch von Mode und 
 Design? Kritisch und zugleich kulturoptimistisch: 
Wolfgang Ullrichs umfassende Analyse eines  
Paradigmenwechsels, dessen Konsequenzen weit 
über die Kunst hinausreichen.

90

KLEINE 
KULTURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE 
BIBLIOTHEK

ISBN 978-3-8031-5190-2

Das in der Moderne im Westen vorherr
schende Ideal autonomer Kunst ist am 
Ende. Unterscheidungen zwischen Kunst 
und Kommerz lösen sich ebenso auf wie 
fest umrissene Werkgrenzen und Rollen
klischees: Jeff Koons entwirft Taschen  
für Louis  Vuitton, Künstler Labels produ
zieren »Art Toys«, kollaborative Projekte 
setzen auf die Mitwirkung vieler, und  
Protestgruppen fordern mehr soziale  
Verantwortung der Kunstwelt.

Mit wacher Zeitgenossenschaft führt 
 Wolfgang Ullrich einzelne Phänomene wie 
beispielsweise MakeupFotos auf Insta
gram, die utopische Malerei von Kerry 
James Marshall und Takashi Murakamis 
Sneaker zusammen und entfaltet so das 
Panorama einer neuen Kunst, die sich  
mit Aktivismus und Konsum verbündet:  
einer Kunst, die Kräfte möglichst vieler 
Disziplinen in sich bündelt, damit aber 
anderen und mehr Kriterien als früher zu 
genügen hat.

5190_Ullrich_Kunst_US_PROD.indd   1-3,5 07.02.22   19:15

Selfies
The Comeback of Civil Society
[Selfies – Die Rückkehr des öffentlichen 
Lebens]
80 pages with many illustrations

How could selfies become the embodi-
ment of the image culture of social media? 
How can they be understood in relation to 
the history of the self- portrait and self- pro-
duction? Wolfgang Ullrich looks back in 
history and at present times – without a 
selfie stick.

Foreign sales: Greece (Vakxikon)

More books by Wolfgang Ullrich

Drawing the face of the enemy
With a preface by Dan Diner
160 pages with illustrations

Once again Wolfgang Ullrich takes on 
a highly topical issue: is it possible to 
observe the much- discussed,  often- de-
scribed rightward turn of the eastern 
German Länder in contemporary art? 
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Wolfgang 
Ullrich  
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Anke te Heesen
Interviews with Revolutionaries 
Thomas Kuhn,  Quantum Physics and Oral History
[Revolutionäre im Interview]
KKB / cultural studies 2022
240 pages

How do revolutionary discoveries come about? The unknown 
history of the Cold-War interview project that tried to tease the 
secrets of the twentieth- century’s most important scientific revo-
lution out of the heroes of quantum physics.

Physics at the beginning of the twentieth century shone brighter than a thousand suns: Researchers 
like Niels Bohr,  Werner Heisenberg and James Franck revolutionised our understanding of space 
and time and wrote scientific history.
But it took until the Cold War to actually write their story: Sources for History of Quantum Physics 
– under this plain title Thomas S.  Kuhn wanted to assemble the memories of all luminaries of 
physics still alive at the time.  The still unknown physicist and historian of science developed a 
new method of reconstructing events,  then rarely used in historiography,  that has become standard 
today: the research interview.
Anke te Heesen describes,  for the first time,  the history of this legendary research project that 
not only wrestled with the problem of how to deal with intuition,  emotion and despair in physics 
but also with the question of how unpolitical science could be in the shadow of the atomic bomb.
This long overdue look at a revolution in the history of science whose effects make themselves felt 
until today is an essential contribution to the impact and evolution of Oral History.

Anke te Heesen teaches history of science at Humboldt Universität Berlin.  For her research,  she 
has received the Aby Warburg Prize for excellence in the humanities and social sciences.  She has 
published numerous books,  among them The World in a Box. The Story of an Eighteenth- Century 
Picture Encyclopedia,  The newspaper clipping. A modern paper object and Theories of the Museum. 
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Ursula Schulz-Dornburg,  
Martin Zimmermann
The Division of the World:  
Records of Colonial History?
[Die Teilung der Welt – Zeugnisse der Kolonialgeschichte]
Colonial history,  Photography,  Cultural Studies 2020
160 Pages.  Large format with unpublished photographs 

The papers seem to be moving on their own.  The cardboard is warped out of shape,  slightly bent 
as if someone with a child’s curiosity had tried to lift up the edges to pry out its secrets.  Countless 
secrets are hidden inside,  the papers know of disappeared languages,  of lust for gold and dreams of 
a “New World”: a monument to power in paper form behind cabinet doors of Cuban cedar wood,  
marble halls flooded with light,  breath- taking architecture.   
Ursula Schulz- Dornburg’s never- before- published,  historically unique photos show the Archivo 
General de Indias in Seville before its restoration.  
Since 1785,  about 300 years of Spanish colonial history in the Americas are housed in the archive,  
8. 000 maps,  around 90 million documents – among them Christopher Columbus’s logbook and the 
famous “Treaty of Tordesillas:” In 1494 ,  the kings of Spain and Portugal,  with the help of the pope’s 
mediating power,  drew a line of demarcation through the Atlantic and divided between themselves 
the discovered and yet- to- be discovered countries of the world.
Historian Martin Zimmermann sets out on a journey to the Age of Exploration and tells the story of 
hazardous passages,  encounters with the Other,  colonial violence,  the power of cartography – and 
the insatiable desire to make known to oneself the entire world.

Ursula Schulz- Dornburg and Martin Zimmermann are friends of long standing.  Ursula Schulz-
Dornburg is one of the internationally most renowned German photographers.  In her work,  she 
explores spaces at the margins of Western perception and border landscapes created and shaped 
by humans,  most recently in an exhibition called The Land In- Between at Frankfurter Städel 
Museum.  She lives in Düsseldorf.  Martin Zimmermann is Professor for Ancient History at Munich’s 
Ludwig Maximilians Universität (LMU).  In 2021,  he will assume the office of speaker at Deutscher 
Historikertag,  an annual conference of mostly German- speaking historians.  Most recently,  he has 
published Violence.  The Dark Side of Antiquity and Curious Places of Antiquity. 

Foreign Sales: UK (Haus Publishing)

In this impressive series,  Ursula Schulz- Dornburg photographically documents the monumen-
tal archive of Spanish colonial power in Seville.  Pictures that let guess at what is hiding on the 
shelves: momentous manuscripts,  histories of voyages of discovery and of monarchs’ hubris.  

Die Teilung Der WelT
 Zeugnisse der Kolonialgeschichte

ursula Schulz-Dornburg      
Martin Zimmermann
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Lothar Müller
Adrien Proust and his son Marcel
Observers of the ailing world
[Adrien Proust und sein Sohn Marcel – Beobachter der  
erkrankten Welt]
History of literature / Cultural science 2021
224 pages with many illustrations

A flock of doctors and patients traverse Marcel Proust’s seven- volume novel “In Search of Lost 
Time.” Proust compares water lilies with neurasthenics; the lovelorn hope to be cured by vaccina-
tion,  and in the salon of Madame de Saint- Euverte,  the comma bacillus,  otherwise known as the 
cholera,  makes an appearance.  Despite the profusion of medical motifs in Proust’s work his father 
Adrien,  pioneer epidemiologist and quite a prominent figure in his day,  has rarely been the focus 
of attention.
Lothar Müller brings back together father and son,  and thereby sheds a new light on the interplay 
between medicine and modern literature.  He shows how the son took inspiration from his father’s 
world of research and how,  conversely,  the father relied on his first- born’s imagination and way 
with words in his fight against the danger of an epidemic that,  so it seemed,  was overtaking them 
from the East.  
Thus,  the author creates a masterful panorama of a time of vibrant social life retrospectively glori-
fied as the Belle Époque – where the inner worlds of the psyche became the focal point of literary 
investigation and European powers reshaped the globe according to their political,  cultural and 
hygienic ideas.

Born in Dortmund in 1954 ,  Lothar Müller is a culture and literature scholar; he worked as an 
editor in the Berlin- based culture section of the Süddeutsche Zeitung until 2020,  and is honorary 
professor at the Humboldt Universität Berlin.  For his work in cultural journalism he was awarded 
several prizes,  among them the Alfred- Kerr- Preis and the Johann- Heinrich- Merck- Preis.  

A stranger is discovered: Epidemic- fighting doctor Adrien Proust 
takes his place alongside his son Marcel.  A fascinating glimpse into 
the hidden interrelations between medicine and literature around 
1900.   

Lothar Müller

      Adrien Proust 
und sein Sohn 
                 Marcel
      Beobachter 
      der erkrankten Welt 

The Second Voice – The Art of 
Declamation from Goethe to Kafka
[Die zweite Stimme – Vortragskunst von 
Goethe bis Kafka]
160 pages

Literary criticism with the help of cul-
tural and media studies recently has paid 
more and more attention to oral versions 
of written texts.  Award-  winning cultural 
and literary critic Lothar Mueller in 
this important and much praised work 
about the art of public reading and 
performance brings voices to our ears 
which have never been recorded,  be it 
on analogue or digital media.  By tracing 
e.  g.  Goethe dictating his texts Mueller 
succeeds in developing a virtual acoustic 
physiognomy of the ingenious writer.

Lothar Müller
  Die zweite Stimme

Vortragskunst von Goethe bis Kafka
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Dieter Richter
Con Gusto
A Culinary History of the Longing for Italy
[Con Gusto: Die kulinarische Geschichte der Italiensehnsucht]
History of Food / cultural studies 2021
168 pages with many illustrations

With his usual connoisseurship and culinary flair Dieter Richter 
tells the cultural history of an encounter: How Italian cuisine came 
to the North and became a magic formula for the good life.  From 
Goethe’s travels in Italy to the Mediterranean diet.

In Goethe’s time,  travellers to Italy were looking for a feast for the eyes more than for culinary 
delights.  For centuries,  Italian cuisine was considered inedible and injurious to one’s health.  
Macaroni? Wiggly worms! Pizza? Indigestible flat bread! And that’s not even talking about spider 
craps and polyps.  Ugh,  whoever would like to eat that! A lot of time would have to pass for the 
foreign flavours to become familiar ones.  
At first ,  it was travelling vendors carrying citrus and bitter oranges who exported the Southern 
fruits to the North.  Later ice cream parlours brought the smell of the South.  With Italian immi-
gration in the seventies,  pizza started its meteoric rise.  And the »Ristorante Italiano« that German 
tourists would only warily enter became the homey neighbourhood Italian place that has long since 
replaced the local pub.  By becoming a proper diet (declared UNESCO Intangible World Heritage 
in 2010) the dream of the good life finally took on the flavour of the Mediterranean.
With astonishing discoveries from his inexhaustible archive Dieter Richter tells the story of this cul-
tural- gastronomic transfer.  And he shows how pizza and pasta became the signature of modernity.

Born in 1938 in Hof/Bavaria,  Dieter Richter studied German,  Classical Philology and Theology.  
From 1972 to 2004 he was Professor for Critical Literary History at Bremen University.  He has 
published numerous books on Cultural Studies,  many of them at Wagenbach.

Foreign Sales: Italy (Centro di Cultura e Storia Amalfitana)

 

Dieter Richter

 Con gusto
Die kulinarische Geschichte    
der Italiensehnsucht
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Dieter Richter
DER VESUV 
Geschichte eines Berges

Dieter Richter

NEAPEL
Biographie 

einer Stadt

WAT

Naples.  Biography of a City

An entertaining picture of a European 
metropolis which doesn’t restrict itself to 
known sources but unearthes many new 
voices from police records to visitor’s 
books.
Foreign sales: Japan (Sangyo Tosho)

Mount Vesuvius.  A Cultural and 
Natural History

The fascinating,  thrillingly told story of 
a mountain which spread fear and terror 
for centuries and yet always retained its 
irresistible appeal,  written by one of the 
most knowledgeable scholars on the Gulf 
of Naples.
Foreign sales: Italy (Arte’m)

More books by Dieter Richter (selection)
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Otto Rosenberg
The Burning Glass
Recorded by Ulrich Enzensberger.   
With a preface by Klaus Schütz.
[Das Brennglas – Aufgezeichnet von Ulrich Enzensberger.   
Mit einem Vorwort von Klaus Schütz]
160 pages with many photographs

Before,  Sinti and Roma were actively involved in Berlin city life.  Otto Rosenberg recounts care-
free scenes of his childhood from a time before the national socialist corrosion of society.  In plain 
language,  he describes how the brown cloud only slowly began to descend on the everyday life of 
German Sinti and Roma.  In 1936,  the then nine- year- old Otto was declared to be of “alien blood” 
and,  along with his family,  forced to move to an internment camp for “Gypsies” in the Berlin 
district of Marzahn,  north- east of the city centre.  There,  he was subjected to medical tests by NS-  
“researchers for racial biology” before being deported to Auschwitz in 1943 where most of his 
family was murdered.  Rosenberg himself was sent to the camps of Buchenwald,  Dora,  and Bergen-
Belsen – and survived.  The account of his life in Germany afterwards is succinct,  harrowing and 
memorable.  Carefully and with great empathy,  writer Ulrich Enzensberger has recorded his story 
and added some well- advised commentary.  A necessary and topical book given the continued and 
socially still widely accepted Antiziganism.

Otto Rosenberg was born on 28 April 1927 in East Prussia and died on 4 July 2001 in Berlin.  
Rosenberg was one of the founders and long- serving chair of the Berlin- Brandenburg State 
Association of German Sinti and Roma; he was also board member of the Central Council as well 
as an active member of the Social Democratic Party of Germany (SPD).  In 1998,  he was awarded 
the Federal Cross of Merit First Class (Bundesverdienstkreuz 1.  Klasse).  

Foreign sales: Polen (Universitas),  UK (Octopus Books),  Italy (Edizioni la meridiana)

It took Otto Rosenberg fifty years to find the strength for this book.  A German Sinto survivor 
of the death camps,  he shares his memories.   Neither accusing nor bringing charges,  he merely 
tells the story of what happened.

Otto Rosenberg
Das BRennglas
Aufgezeichnet von Ulrich Enzensberger
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